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occasionally the math goes the other way, and the loresheet entry is clearly undercosted. for
example, the one-dot entry in capone gang gets you contacts () and allies (). even at first glance,

thats a two-for-one on your xp expenditure. but the contact/ally here is a street gang, which is
probably at least contacts () and (according to the core book) is allies () in terms of effectiveness. the

lasombras decision to side with the camarilla makes a lot of sense. given the general health of the
vampires, with the camarilla as the only other game in town, it makes sense that a lasombras would
want to be part of the party, and it also makes sense that a lasombras would want to be part of the

camarilla. that said, as the camarilla is the party in the setting, it is also a bit of a change in the
direction that the v5 games have been moving. even when the v5 games were about all-out war
between the two main factions (v5:nt and v5:aq) it was as a third party that the lasombra were

involved, usually as a third party to the ventrue and the camarilla. as the camarilla has become the
main vampire game, that party has shifted to the camarilla, and the lasombra are now the third

party. so the lasombras are now the "odd man out" in their previous party. the introduction of the
lasombra and the new lasombras disciplines adds a lot of flavor and detail to the world. there are

definitely enough events to justify a full chronicles and an even fuller supplement, but the way it is
written is a bit like sitting down to a rich meal and seeing that you still have a few more courses to

go. i could easily see a full supplement in which the lasombras were the center of the story, and the
rival camarilla got less development. and i could see a full chronicles in which the lasombras mostly

sat out the conflict.
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the v5 rules for the flagellants are in v4, but only in the v5 rules for the anarch, they are not in the
camarilla rulebook. in short, the flagellants of v4 are no longer flagellants of v5. i dont think that was

the right call to make. in addition, the anarchs are somewhat weird - theyre not allowed to bring
weapons other than the ones they started with, and cannot use powers. however, they are allowed
to take powers from any bloodlines. thats right - they get to take powers from whatever bloodline

they chose when they created their vampire. if you want to give a power to one of your characters,
you give them a choice - you can give them a power from a bloodline, or they can pick any power. if
they pick a power from any bloodline, it isnt theirs. im not sure i like that. the camarilla is also weird

- one of the powers available to a camarilla member is the ability to transform into other kinds of
vampires. the camarilla can only transform into other camarilla members, but not other bloodlines.
anecdotally, i think this would be a reasonable answer to the question - if a camarilla member was
forced to become another vampire, they would not transform into another camarilla member. but i
do think that v5 has some weirdness in it here, and i think that the rules should be consistent. the
anarchs are the least-complex of the three, and the ones that most reward the players for taking
them seriously. in particular, i like that the anarchs can, in contrast to the flagellants, take powers

that are not their own and that they don't need to be tied to a specific bloodline. that lets them take
powers from non-anarch vampires. 5ec8ef588b
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